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J. H. BROOKS
Upon arriving in what was to most
of this class a foreign land and b"eing
thrown with those we now call classmates, it was but natural that we looked upon those who were to "hand us
the law" with somewhat of a feeling
of a we. However before proceeding
very far into the subjects of Contracts,
Personal Property, and Kent's Commentaries, we were firmly convinced
that we had the wrong idea and that
it wasn't a game with the teacher on
one side and the students on the other
but a more serious one with the law
on the one side and both students and
teachers on the other.
After "contracting" for some weeks
with our worthy Dean and numerous
excursions back into ancient historya la Kent with the Judge, we were
introduced to the Hon. C. B. Tinkham,
who, permit me to say, was a wonder.
To say that he did not make Criminal
Law and Procedure the most interesting of subjects would be a crime in
itself for what "Clark" lacked by way
of illustmtions was accounted for even
though we were sometimes forced to
use "dummies" as examples.
Along about this time we made the
acquaintance of William Daly, Professor of Civil Procedure. Our catalog called this Civil Procedure but
upon further investigation it was
found unworthy of the name "Civil"
so was afterwards called Common Law
Pleading. Right here it might be well
to remark that this was "some subject" but in ·the hands of one so efficient it is sufficient to say we "got it"
Daly.
After this we vassed into more
equitable fields, thus ending our first
year of law.
After a vacation of about twelve
weeks the old Law Building again welcomed us back to our places, this time
not as Juniors but as Seniors.
Here we met Congressman Crumpacker, able judge and lawyer, who
from his wide experience was able to
make that difficult subject, Real Property, one of the most interesting and
instructive in the course.
Since our first dream of law the
name "Corporation Law" has stood out
as something higher than many of the
other branches, so it was with no
small amount of eargerness that we
entered into this subject under a man
who is regarded as an authority, Mr.
H. H. Loring. He is not only a teacher
but a practitioner as well, enjoying a
lucrative practice in the city.
During our last term's work it was
our good fortune to have as instructor
in the Law of Neg·ligence, Mr. C. A.
Miller, lawyer and scholar.
In speaking of other members of the
faculty we have not forgotten one who,
with the Dean, has been with us from
the beginning. From the first our
esteem for Judge Gillett has increased with each succeeding term.
He has opened up to us new fields of
thought which only a man of experience as Supreme Court Judge and
Lawyer with an extensive practice
could, showing the ups and downs
alike, throwing light on the many
dark places and starting us right.
As Dean of the Department, Profess-
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or Bowman has won the hearts of all.
By his untiring efforts in our behalf we
have come to recognize in him a man
of sterling worth and integrity, one
who has from the first held out to us
only the best and highest ideals, one
who has made us consider what kind
of lawyers we were fitting ourselves
to be, to make the best of our opportunities and stand for what is right.
To him we owe a debt of gratitude
which will increase with the coming
years, and as long as he remains at the
head of this department its success
is assured.
There could be no other class which
more keenly appreciates the good
things that have been done for them.
We ~re leaving all these with a feeling
of loyalty and regret that we must
leave them to struggle on without the
help which we have hitherto had. But
it has been a beginning, a start in the
right direction and as young mel!
about to enter a profession as important as that of Law, we consider ourselves unusually fortunate in having
had the opportunity of studying under
the direction of so efficient a faculty.
HOLDING THE LION AT BAY
By KIMPTON ELLIS, (Counsel.)
The dawning of a new age is emphatically approaching the senior
students of Valparaiso's Law Department. Never again can our spirits
attire themselves in the garments of
the past. Our thoughts of tomorrow
will be unlike those of today, and life
for us will take on a more strenuous
form. Daniel like, we are to be thrust
into the den of Life's mart to conquer
or be conquered. Scripture exposition doubtless does not appeal to all
my fellow classmen; neither would a
whole apocalyptic menagerie of beasts.
However, the time hastens when every
man will be forced to hold at bay the
animal which destroys.
Our efforts are ever reaching out
into the realms of darkness in search
of freedom; freedom to work; freedom
to live; but freedom can not come that
way.
Freedom is a principle. It
unfolds as intelligent education. All
down the ages, people have asked:
What is education? What is intelligence? And what, pray, is freedom?
Some enterprising soul asked this
of Plato centuries back, and he replied: "It is that which gives to the
body and mind, all the strength and
beauty of which they are capable."
Ther fore, to be smooth-tongued and
well groomed in rascality is in no
sense intelligence; neither freedom's
path, for wrong doing revels in the
path of mistakes, and stands only to
b~'> eras d by truth's effacing energy.
Intelligence is freedom; it is a
prop rty of the eternal, and emanates
only from the realm of good,-God, if
you like. A zealous base act will clip
the gu rdon knot of self-respect and
brand its rerpetrator a coward. Good
is th only thing that holds; it poss ss s that courage on which no lion
can claw or overcome. It holds the
b ast at bay, and without e:fl'ort. The
mo t agreeable error cannot go into
rvi
in the presence of good; it
will straighten out every blunder,
ven to a Valparai o lawyer. Good
b ars with man' infirmities, but never
with his vices. And, as we march
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forth to win, let us understand that
di rectness of purpose in the activities
of good is absolutely the only protective agency known. But its blessing
is not bestowed upon us for the askin g. It must be searched out and
demonstrated.
We must awake to
Truth, if we would gain the hand of
freedom.
Then again, who does not realize
t he "appealing force of a thousand
dollars?" With all cur getting, we
must get money. Rightfully, certainly. We understand that. Money has a
tremendous power and is a blessing
in proportion as it occasions good in
its passing. Be determined to have a
fair price for your product; it may not
be worth much, but that depends.
You not only want "filthy lucre," but
in your knowledge that knows of good,
you will share it with some of the destitute millions who have no cash. You
may share it indirectly; perhaps to institute an uplifting government for
"Uncle SamuP.l," whose clever sons
and pampered daughters seem, sometimes, to have out-generaled the old
gentleman.
Un der t he present system that which
is best in man has little show, for he
dare not "cast his pearls before
swine;" and should a man fast, practically, for th ree hun dred and sixty-five
days in the year? Is he to merely drag
through, hopeless, unaspiring, and
friendless? What was it that the
haughty Caesar ackn owledged? "I am
wh at I am, because I had a friend."
Can we digest that? The cold blooded
Caesar did.
When
. S. Grant reached West
Point the boys laughed at him, but one
chap of a penetrating turn of mind,
said: "That fellow looks like he had
come to stay." He did stay. He
worked hard, economised and saved
enough from his cadet's pay, after
covering all expenses, to buy a bootblack a new outfit and his sister a new
dress. How did that boy and girl get
their start? They had a friend. The
world knows what victories Grant
won, and he doubtless won many of
which we do not know. I believe every man could develop numberless fine
qualities and become a winner could
he but have friends. In no calling is
it so essential to have friends as in
the profession of Law, and like Grant,
if we would hav friends, w must be
one. Friends want to help. I recall
an old toast:
"Here's to trouble!
May it always chasten and never overwh lm us; our great st bugbear and
our best friend; it sifts out fri nds,
and unmasks our enemi s." Bless d
ar th fri nds thu r v aled by our
troubl s! They will not allow us to
b come discourag d. Th y chall nge
us to b worthy of th ir fri ndship.
And to do that, we must make no pr t n ions beyond our condition, nor
laims b yond our d serts. W mu t
v r b what w seem to b , and se m
to b what we r ally are.
L t us build a life of practical isu s, in which grasping mor than
food and raiment, our n rgi are not
p nt in 'marking tim " bu are taking hold on t rnity; th n at length,
if w p rsev re, all humanity shall
po
s th b st that heav n an off r
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Why We Lead in
Relieving Eye Strain
We devote our whole tim~
to this work. Our ex amination of the Eye is
thorough and a~curate .
No drops used to keep y ou
from your work.
All of our lenses are ground in our ow n shop, many
times while you wait. We duplicate ex actly
any lens no matter who made or prescribed
it. Save the pieces, we do the rest.
CONSULT US ~

There is opportunity for every one
of us, but it will manifest itself only
by the light of our best endeavor. The
soverign good of man is Truth. Let
us strive for mental excellence and
strict integrity, Lhen we will never
be found in the qui ksand of pollution,
but will come in on the roundup as
masters of worth.

ORRIS BOOTH
OPTOMETRIST

N . E. Corner Court House Square

earth. Are we now in bondage to our
appetites, our self-worship, our surplus possessions? Are we yet in bondage to the opinions of others? Are we
followers of conditions absurd and
harmful? If so, our only salvation
can be found in good, that life principle which opens for every man, every
form of abilty, for every grade of genius. Through it each will find bis own
peculiar gift needed, and be substantially and fairly remunerated. The
Law of Good is irrevocable! It admits
of no argument; it silently effects.
Good is not complicated; it is the
golden rule exemplified. It has no
connection with that misnomer called
charity.
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Valpataiso Chautauqua
Jul-p
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to

I

o at the

~all

Park

45 Vifferenl Lectures, EnterlainmenJs, Etc., for a $I. 5o
Season Ticket.

Single eAdmission 25 Cents.

Tickets and Programs at Bogarte' s,
Miner's and College Pharmacy.

During 5 of the 10 days' session
there will be no school.

It will pay

students to have season tickets.

Get a pro-

gram at once, read it, and we predict
you will buy a season ticket.
PROF. E. W. AGAR, Presiclent.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

and his sons we feasted at the same time in the four
quarters of the world.

John Boman.
353 College Avenue, Valparaiso, Indiana.

PUBLISHED EVERY OTHER FRIDAY.

It is the longest day in the year, the night of

the summer solstice. The God of Light pauses in
his journey northward, as when formerly stayed by
Terms of Subscription.
· the injunction of the Hebrew, in signal honor of our
festivities. I doubt that there is another class upon
$1 .00 per year, ix mos., 60 cents, Three mos., 35 cents;
tte hill which can provoke the marked respect of
10 cents per copy.
the solar system itself. When we are done, on the
~Iatter for publication must be in not
latet· lhan
23rd, naturally men and plan.e ts will resume their
~Ionclay noon.
power s of motion and locomotion.
Entered as second <·!n:;,.; matter, June 1 , 191lH, a.t the
That a lawyer may love his profession, is no
post-office at Valpnrai,.;o. Indiana, under Act of Con·
varadox. The two years we have spent at Valparaiso,
gres. of March 3, unn.
----are the most memorable in our lives, and we hav
Engraving work done by LeBEAU ENGRAVING COMPANY
filled them with work which we enjoy. Perhaps,
3rd Floor, 309 South Clinton Street. Chicago, Illinois.
many of us did not take the law to spouse, because
TAYLOR BENNETT, Editor and Publisher.
of innnate affection. Venus had three graces, but
Minerva none. To many of us at first, the law
J.AS. F.. SELLER~, l'J>Ortiug Editor
lib I ary appealed as strongly as a desert, wasted a
W. H. BORGER 1', lln ine. s )Jauager.
year and a day. We could not dream that these volumes could contain the humid doctrin of the original pa kag .
EDITORIAL.
The Hern.ld has nevee I!Otten out a pE'cia.l for a
clas tbat have acted with uch rea onabl n
libel'ality antl fairne a the . enioe law la
'10.
ince
the mind of th editor runneth not to the contt·at'y
no law class ha been a . long on common en e.
Take your broken len e to Booth the
He replace them the a me day.

ptemetrist.

Tbi i our la t Exclu ...;ive 'p dal. Whatever cla
special may be gotten out hereafter will contain
net(.' ctnd alumni note..;;, also.
Do you know Booth, the
the relief of eye train.

ptorn tl'i t'?

He lead in

Let us do homage to our teachers, in whose hands
the staff has flourish d; who have taught us, how to
woo R ason, and make her affabl ; who hav led u
through th vast realms of th ir ci nc , and haY
shown u upon either hand a Fairyland. We may
w 11 b proud to hav sat b for worthy masters.
As we list n d, w have felt our tature grow to
tw nty f t, as some one said, upon reading Hom r.
W
f 1t at tim s, as th words f 11 from the
" ..... . . . , lik

om

wat h r of th

kies

Wh n a new planet swims within hi ken."
Th y r ach d out and gath r d tog th r th
points of th
ompass m ntis, all lin
within our littl hallow d Hall-wh r

Fellows: What a splendid voyage we have had
together. What a vast ocean of learning has been
explored and sounded. What hopes and fears, joys
sorrows we have felt in common. What a world of
memory we have acquired to touch the heart and
stir the bosom, in times to come. What splendid
friendships we have formed to last, we hope, forever.
We have insensibly grown, matured, developed. Most
of us are so changed from our former likeness that
if we were to be sued upon a note signed two years
ago, we could plead mistakes as to identity.
To-morrow, they say, we commence. I suppose
a career of diplomacy, properly commences with a
diploma. From now on, it will be the case of Law
Fact severely contested before Destiny, J. It will
be a race with the Statute of Limitaions. Emulation
has a thousand son , and we must measure swords
with the whole generation. We must down from the
clouds now, and bump against greater resistance,
like one of the s v n sages when the Milesian girl
caus d him to stub his toe. The dip is a quitclaim
de d and contains no covenants of warranty.
But who is th re among us not ready, willing
and able to face the coming battle? Let us ay io
ours lves: 'Tim and I against any two." The succes alr ady achi v d is but an earnest o! future
triumph . If the world is disposed to act hostile, we
will u
leading qu stions t llingly. Obstructions
xist, only to arouse a d sire to abate the nuisances.
If a mandamu , call it a me ne proce , like the
tud nt did in xamination, and say that the writ
li
in your cas .
o long a our antagoni ts are
worthy, we will njoy th combat, and it shall not be
aid of u that w sh ath d our sword for other cau e
than lack of argum nt. Th "Cniverse is govern d
by la·w. and we wan a voice in the gov rnment.
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We do not intend to go into Court to reform the
map of the world of justice. All justice is comparative, all legislation a compromise. Even the constellation in the heavens, fails to strike a balance.
The light of truth reaches our eyes strongly refracted. Certainty in law or fact is so rare, that a
vast body of lawyers may thrlve and yet be honest.
And so it was of old. The venerable Court of
Athens, in a case of great perplexity, would dismiss
the suit and ask the parties to return after a hundred
years. The Roman witness when stating facts, or
the Judge in giving a decision, invariably used the
words: "It seems." We admit that our scheme of
justice is imperfect, but we are not chargeable. We
were not consulted back there when the articles of
incorporation were drawn up for this planet. Omar
wished that he might" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . shatter it to bits,
And mould it nearer to his heart's desire."
But the thought that the geology of the earth and
of jurisprudence is replete with fossils, does not
detract from the beauty and freshness of the greensward on a day in June, nor disturb our belief that
this is the honestest world we have been in for a
long time.
It is said that we are masters of our own destiny.
If so, we are superior to Jove, for he yielded to Fate.
But it seems to me, your success is assured on one
condition only, that you "scorn delight and live laborious c~ ays . ·· Who knows but that from out. your
number wi J1 rise the Attorney General of the age ;
some Metternich, who when Napoleon purposely
drops his hat, cares not to stoop to pick it up. I
have seen Lord Mansfield where he sits in marble in
the Abbey, on either hand Wisdom and Justice, and
behind a youth with a torch, extinguished. Who
among you will aspire to revive the flame?
Fellow students, while I stand before you for the
l~st time, I find it difficult to express the feelings
which stir within my breast. Permit me to voice my
pride at being enrolled as one among you. Let me
thank you warmly for the kind, generous spirit you
have always shown toward me. Let me signify my
gratitude to the Members of Committees for their
liberal sacrifice of time and labor and skill. Long
time hence, how many an hour will we enjoy ruminating upon the days of enchantment which now
so soon expire; in resurrecting this wonderland of
sunshine and shadow, and glorifying it with visions
of features forever dear, and the sound of voices
whos tone has become sacred. When Memory herself has grown old and lost her recoil ction, we
shall conjure forth in dreams, the spirit of th se
times, for our college life has become immortal.
Juniors, Whom I hav learned to know and admire, I would not forget once more to wi h you
w 11. I would wish to b as secure in your affe tions
as you are in mine. Ye fair friends, who so grac fully adorn this occasion, we thank you for l nding
your charm and brilliancy to this seen . Tea h rs,
a word of gratitude is poor r comp nse to you. You
are enshrined within our hearts. Wh rev r w may
go, th r shall your influence be. We launch forth to
smite the sounding furrows of an unknown s a.
'It may be that the gulfs will wash us down,
It may be we shall reach the Happy I les,
And meet our teacher and th fri nds w Jm w."
HI TORY F TH L W LA , OF 1 10.
LEO. TARD F. PIER 0 , Historian.
Th task of permanently recording the hi tory
of Law '10 i on not to be lightly nt rtain d and
the historian enters upon th work with a full r alization of its enormity, poss ss d with th avow d
intention of sparing no effor to mak a thorough
and fair record , and hoping that his f bl
ffort
will not limit th
v nts, whi h a1 e d s rving of a
r d b for those grand old ruin
ptemb r day ' hich m rk d t h
dawn of our history, that day also mark d a
bitious an as mbly of mbry lawy rs a
ent r d th ra
of th LL.
From that m morabl day o our graduati n much ha h pp n d, and

though it is with reluctance we ~,iew retrospectively
our career there rests with us a pride and satisfaction in that we are now qualified to gain the front
and fighting ranks of our profession.
Our past course may be likened to that of a
traveler in a strange and mountainous country, who
sees before him an eminence, the summit of which
is obsured by haze. As he approaches its base,
the mountain seems to rise ever higher, but knowing
there is no way to evade the long and weary climb,
he prepares for the tedious asc!'lnt, with a grim
determination that come what may no barrier shall
bar his progress to the summit, for beyond is the
valley of his expectations, where lies the success to
be independently attained, when the guide turns back
to pilot other travelers o'er the same precipitous
route.
Thus we stand tonight, but in our hearts are
regrets, for now we part with om: guide. It is with
an admiration which will grow as we pass down
the long course of years for the ceaseless and untiring efforts expended in our behalf.
Guided
through mysterious ways and crooked paths, encouraged and disheartened by the struggle and strife,
it is no wonder there exists tonight the sadness of
farewell. We see before us diverse paths, some leading over rough and stony ways to the success, which
looms upon the ho ·izon; others at our feet, inviting
us to tread an easier and more pl easing way, do not
entice us, for upon us a duty has been placed and the
admonition already b stow d will continu to guid .
We realize the instruction received and will avoid
the easy road, which will carry u. down to the maze
of forest upon the mountain side.
The Law Class of '10 b gan
pt mb r , 190 ,
and during the Junior year on hundr d and sixtytwo students were nrolled, including on lady. Th
Senior Class began S pt mb r 21, 1909, and during
the year sev nty-nine were nrollcd to ompl te th
course. This numb r includ s s v ral who having
studied elsewhere cam to add th ir mat rial with
ours, thus cr ating the larg st a nd strongest class
the
niversity has had. W all r gret that our
.Junior lady, Miss Elizabeth Lattimor , who tart d
out with us is not h re to graduate-our charming
Liz left us-all wond red why , IJut now why do w
wonder?
R turning to th
term began, and w w r
plac , me ting strangers, who w r
mate and who aft rwards b
confront d by a

low d
qu nc , which in tim
Law.
If

w

h
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has been afforded us in the commercial side of
jurisprudence and its import in all phases and walks
of life; moreover, our several classmates who have
studied in European colleges and universities bear
the historian out, when he claims that in the old
countries the actual study of law bas been empirically denoted as a protracted habit "to nibble and gnaw
on the dry bone of Jurisprudence." True, we know
as little about some of the fanciful elective studies
proffered at Harvard, such as "Philosophy of Law,"
etc., as the farmer does about high finance but like
him we endeavor to serve humanity by supplying it
with practical remedies for its wants and needs.
We "knocked and it was opened unto us" by way
of " Introduction to Law," which course we consider
a.s one of the most successful. At the same time
we introduced our infantile legal crania severally
and separately to Dean Bowman. Both parties in
inter st being pleased and pl edging r eciprocal
promises and further assurances, we were definitely
off on our journey into the land of legal lore. "Personal Property, was pleasing and smacking somewhat seductively of an easy subject, until our first
·amination convinced a number otherwise. The
"Elementary Law" und r the Honorable John H.
Gillett soon began to put a somewhat somber hue
upon everything ounding in law until "Contracts"
in conjunction with an ex ell nt s election of cases
again prov d th m enu mor than palatable and
In "Criminal Law" we first b gan to
wr stl e with technical common Jaw definition s. We
r m mb r with pl a ur th b lpful m ethods and
sugg stions of Prof ssor . B. Tinkham a nd the
famous as in whi h R g. ball enged Knock to
fight and "d yoor " found him guilty.
Wambaugb's " tud y of as s, ' h lpful a s it was
to nlight n u
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trongest and most successful course in our curr iculum.
ongressman E. D. Crumpacker, himself
an authority on real property, engaged his interest
in our behalf. His clear and concise manner of
exp lanation and his personal dignity and courteous
treatm ent of the class made the Congressman quite
popular and it was with regret that we saw him
leavr-not because we had any fear of the proficien cy of the instructor who took his place but
beca use Congressman Crumpacker is a very likeable
man. Our Dean in finishing the course acquitted
himself admirably.
Who will ever forget that
exam?! !
Pomeroy on " Code Remedies " was our next foe
and seemed to be quite strong, at least Judge Gillett
thought at times that the fighting material was quite
unequally distributed, Pomeroy being particularly
st ro:::J.g on unwarranted cases of trespass on Indiana
Sup rem e Court decisions. "Private Corporations,
und er the Honorable H. H. Loring seemed to us as a
subject of the future. Always ' new developments.
According to our Bulgarian friend, the revolution in
that subj ect will with development and increase of
a erial navigation be particularly strong and far
reaching. McKelvey with aid of a better author,
namely, our Judge , gave us a thorough grounding in
"Evidence. " It is with pleasure that the historian
writes of this treat and mentions the appreciation
of the class, as the questions of "Indirect and Collateral Evidence, were so ably treated.
" Sales of Personal Property," that nice little
technical subject as Dean Brown used to call it,
r eceived adequate consideration at our hands. At
this period of the year's effort, Moot Court, with
Honorable William H. Dowell on the bench, gave
us a chance to make a noise like lawyers, and if the
record of a court imports absolute verity then we
must be lawyers for Judge Dowell, speaking from the
bench, said that the arguments before him might
have b een presented with good grace before any
court of the land.
We next entered upon the intricacies of "Constitutional Law," a favorite subject of our worthy
Dean, and what we have not derived from this
course is no fault of his, for here he found himself
more than at home and handled this subject with
ability. Not only did he enlight'3n us on deep points
involving State and Federal questions, but filled the
embarrassing position of dealing with delicate matters
with such tact as to avoid offense to students from
the South, or those who are still in sympahy with the
Lost Cause. The University Circuit Court, presided
over by the Honorable John H. Gillett, Ex-Chief Justice of the Indiana Supreme Court, gave us an
opportunity to actually practice, during our school
career, under Code Procedure. Though it was with
diffidence we pres ented our first pleadings, we soon
gained courage but never enough to question the
rulings of him whom experience has so eminently
qualified to adjudicate upon finer points of law. In
this connection, the membEtrs of the University County Bar will not soon forget the mandate of His
Honor on the subject of "peanut munching. "
With "Bills and Not s" w finally climbed our
last steep hill of Jurisprudence for thus it appen.rcd
to us on the home stretch, the two subjects of
"Negligence" and "General Practice" r equiring h s~~
stout courage to peruse them, though we received
many valuable suggestions from the Judge on the
mechancial and operative side of the Law. ''Abstracts," our final subject, can1b under the Dean
wherein we saw a practical application of the theories of "Real Property Law."
In retrospection we are pl eased to consider our
course one of the best curricula that could be
designed , in arrangement as well as in pr sentation.
Long after details are forgotten , th r will be a
just admiration for the man who not only arranged
this course but also took care of by far the major
part of the instruction. His versatility to do equal
justice to any subject, as we have seen d monstrated
time and again, doubles that admiration. As long as
his enormous working capacity is not ov rtaxed by
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an institution overzealous to give the Law students
only the best, there is more than a plausible chance
that the Law Department of the Valparaiso University will rise to unequalled national fame in the
achievement of its work.
We have not only read Law but we have made
it, the chief decision being that gi\ en to the Supreme
Court of Texas, when our pigmy from that state gave
the following facts: A certain unfenced railroad
in Texas-a Texas bull disputes right of way with
locomotive-result, Bull Beef. After weighing carefully the rights of both parties and finding the inherent vice of the beast on the one side did not favorably
balance with the delicate mechanism of the engine
on the other, the Court held that the locomotive was
justified in protecting itself from an assault and
battery, regardless of the consequences to an unsophisticated bull. Again another decision-factsa trespasser upon the Pennsylvania Railway along
by Science Hall is injured by train. Question-Can
he recover? Decision-No, not if he was hit by the
eighteen hour special.
Experience has taught us Law without the aid
of books and the historian calls to mind the following illustration: One of us, a student with no mean
record and whose industry for learning has never
been questioned, became of the opinion that he was
not getting along fast enough, and some legal experience would be beneficial. Finding that in modern
times he was not as yet qualified to practice, he
decided on some ancient action and common law
practice, which would employ his muscle as well as
his brain. Fortune favored him with a victim upon
whom the ordeal by water should have a fair test.
Sager's Lake created the desired pool where the
selected victim chanced to be passing and there
induced to appproacb the water's edge. His friends
were allowed to be present and' disinterested parties,
invited to see the ordeal performed with due solemnity
and to witness whether he was embraced by the
water or cast from its bosom. At the opportune
moment our esteemed friend with voluteered assistance seized the culprit, intending to give him an
impromptu bath, from which t~e fates might decide
as to his innocense. But the accused was also
familiar with ancient law practice, which was shown
by his decided manner in objecting to the present
rrocedure and choosing that of trial by battle, which
resulted most disastrously with our friend, who beat
a hasty retreat to College Hill and has since been an
ardent advocate of modern procedure as the complacent smile and constant attendance to class will
testify.
Athletics as a part of our curriculum never existed , but we made it exist, not only on the diamond
but also in the class rush. This combined exercise
has worked like a charm by taking out ·all the old
soreness in our bodies, putting in new, clarifying
the head, enlightening the soul, aiding the digestion
of prunes, crackers and hash, but above all by creating a love for the "Study of Law." Our base ball
like the elixir of Milwaukee bas made us famous,
and when a class rush has been going on the mention of a lawyer's name has sent cold shivers over
the sullied and tarnished body of a Scientific.
When it com s to living and loving and the ladi s ,
Law '10 has never been deficient. Som had wives
and brought them here, some left them at home,
some came here to get tb m, some ar content with
just a girl, none are content without. Many studrnd
the subjects of " Contracts" with conjugal objects in
view and though complications in upid's jurisdiction
are n v r treat d with justic and unilateral and
bilateral agreements are the same our class found
that th only contract wbi h had any binding effect
was that of cov nant-it ne d d no consideration
and the impressing th
eal was a most palpabl
pleasur . Even in class our admiration for the fair
sex nev r ceased, and th historian calls to mind an
incid nt which happ n d in the on titutional class.
Th
p culiar and whim ical
attribut d to the numb r of wiv

Immediately our little gallant from Georgia took
issue with him and said "The fact, Sir, that a man
has married several times is insufficient in the eyes
of a gentleman to support the inference that eccentricity was present." "I think," said the learned
instructor, after much meditation, "you bad better
try it."
The historian feels these records would be far
from being complete unless special mention was
made of the old Law Building. It may be modesty
or it may be pride which controls his pen, but the
historian realizes as never before the delicate subject
be now enters upon. Many years ago, an artist of a
mechanical turn of mind designed and constructed,
in his spare time from nondescript material, our
building, intending that the samd should be a residence as the domestic and homely appearance testifies. Some years after, the late Colonel M. L. DeM~tte who had been conducting a law school in the
business section of this distinguished city sought a
favorable location on College Hill. The strange and
peculiar architecture of the artist's domicile overcame the Colonel's sound discretion for he purchased it, but has since been forgiven for he founded
the present Law Department of Valparaiso Univ:ersity. It is this association which alone protects the
structure. Time has wrought changes in the faculty.
It bas seen classes come and go. It bas witnessed
new curricula, but the old building is immune to
time. ShP always was as she is-patch her or paint
her, beat her or bruise her, she is always
the same old structure, unsightly, ungainly,
bizarre, and lugubrious.
You will wonder if
we love that old building. We do not now. Some
day we may. It is only respect that exists-a respect
for the grand old Colonel and for those young men,
whose voices once reverberated within her walls,
and who now are prominent in the affairs of a great
nation. Yes, the alumni love the old ruin. It was
the Honorable C. B. Tinkham who, seeing a scuffle
whicb. might end disastrously with the edifice, said
with a voice trembling with indignation "Young men,
if you cannot have respect for yourselves or for me,
at least have some respect for antiquity."
In conclusion the historian feels he has but
partially covered the career of a great class. To
l::ave mentioned all that has happened of deeds of
greatness and of excellence in the study of Law, of
generosity and fraternity in our association, would
indeed demand a higher task than your historian
can fill. These records, brief as they are, will have
served their purpose if at some future day they
will recall to any of us memories of q_ur class. Some
day the great men of the world will be gathered
together and America's galaxy will be present.
Among these may there be many who tonight tell
their guide farewell and fearlessly enter the arena
for success. We have known ourselves as fellow
tudents. May the confidence in one another already
gained assure us of the credit, which is to come and
will continue to come to our class as long as any
c::otall liv . May all that is good and grand and noble
continu e with the boys of Law '10.
ENIOR TOAST RE PO ~ E.
E. L. Howett.
M r . Toast-Master, Ladies and Gentlemen:Tbere is vividly fixed in my memory tonight the
picture of another sc ne similar to this, on which
occasi on I bad th distinguished honor of speaking
fo r a clas of boys. I had little difficulty in making
that talk. My doubts were few my visions far-sigbtar, and as I gazed from a mountain-high
of twenty years th problems of life
seem d in ignificant and succe s assured. And now
at more than twice that numb r of years it ba~ fall n
to m to again sp ak for a class of boys older in
ypar , perhaps, but filled with the arne eager desire
to ent r the race and t mpt th fate that is in store
for th m. On this o casion I find it more difficult to
talk. Th n I was on familiar terms with Lincoln ,
1
apol on, and a ar. "Over th Alps my Italy lies"
wa th r frain I an and I prated glibly of th
glory that wa Gr
and th Honor that was Rom ;
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my heroes were the Gods on Mt. Olympus and my
desire to conquer the world. The intervening years
have not brought to me all that they seemed to
promise. Many of the visions that were so real have
proved to be merely the mirage of the desert, which
will-o'-the-wisp like I have followed. Many of the
roses that I gathered have faded, others have had
their thorns, so I repeat, I find it difficult to get the
same point of view that I had as a boy, see the same
visions, believe the same sweet dreams.
But far be it from me tonight to say one word
that would dampen their ardor or lessen their enthusiasm. And were I to attempt to do so I would
probably be no more successful than was the father,
who in order to dissuade his daughter from dancing
told her that he had danced and had seen the folly
of it. She replied that she also wanted to dance and
see the folly of it. And although the wise man has
said that there is nothing new under the sun, and the
thing which ha:s been is the thing which will be, it is
every man's privilege to dance and see the folly of it
and if it suits him best to go to the devil in his own way
But I fear that I have gotten away from my toast
"The Seniors." I take it however, that it will not
be necessary for me to Eay anything further in praise
of them than that combined and individually they
are "jolly good fellows." Had I the temerity to give
due prominence to their virtues, or do full and substantial justice to their intelligence, good looks, and
amiable dispositions it would take all my allotted
time but with so many young ladies present I, no
doubt, would be halted at this point as was the
young man in the story. Her father had insinuated
that he had seen a young man kiss her on the lips
and with some degree of anxiety and fervor speech demanded what she had said to him. The young lady
replied with equal sternness that the father 's eyesight was good but that she had told the young man
to stop right there.
However, I would not be living up to my opportunity
were I to fail to give my brother lawyers some necessary and wholesome advice. Following a well blazed
and familiar trail I would recommend to their prayerful consideration "The honest lawyer." Advice
givers usually enlarge upon this virtue and offer
it as the one sure road to success. The preacher
may dole out ancient and obsolete myths for the
truth; may supply desire for spiritual comfort
by chimerical imaginations and absurd conclusionsbut not so the lawyer. He must have a higher
standard. The honest lawyer takes the judge and
jury into his confidence and frankly tells them that
his client is a thief and in need of punishment, although there is a fat fee at stake and his wife is in
need of shoes. The honest lawyer when he suspects himself of having an itching palm has two
large and capacious pockets made in his pantaloons
in order that he may sequester his clients mon y
from his own. He is careful to adopt as his motto
"A lie is an abomination in the sight of the Lord,"
and never adds as sinners do, but "an ever present
help in time of trouble." If one can believe
tradition there have been honest lawyers but,
"Approach and read (for thou canst read the lay)
Groved on the stone beneath yon aged thorn"
While still yourg and un xp ri need matrimony
is suggested. The stock argument in favor of this
leap in th dark is that it will not only increase his
.practice but that a married man lives longer than
a ingle man. I quiet ch erfully conced that it
will increase his practice-pra tice of economy, but
I am not so sure that a marri d man liv s longer.
I think it just s ems longer to him. Th n th
young lawyer is told not to mak mon y his obj t
in life, but to have high aspirations to h lp th
widow and the orphan and do all the good that h
can in the world. But I ay unto you, b lov d, g t
money and in th language of ::1 famous Indianian
"git plenty while you are a gitting. ' It may b that
money i th cau e of much orrow, but my observation is that the sorrow is on th part of the man who
i hor of it. I might continue at great l ngth, d ar
brother, in giving advi , but I hall no do so. I

am moved to believe, however, that the receipt for
making a lawyer is like one given for cooking a
rabbit-first catch your lawyer.
There is said to be a skeleton at every feast but
tonight it should not be the skeleton of care. Had
I the power I would conjure by wizard signs and
incantations an apparition that should be a thing
of beauty and a joy forever. I would conjure the
skeleton of youth and beauty decked with rich love
and friendship. The skeleton that would banish
from among us the thought of evil and failure and
make us believe for the moment that for us bright
lights will ever shine and love and friendship be our
portion. Had I the power I would bring back the
sweet musician who lured to sleep the world's greatest conquerer when
"War, he sung, is love and trouble,
Honor but an empty bubble;
Never ending, still beginning,
Fighting still, and still destroying.
If the world be worth thy winning
Think, 0 think, it worth enjoying;
Lovely Thais sits beside thee.
Take the goods the gods provide you."
Tonight had I the power I would surround you
with sirens of old who should lea.d you to destruction
on the rocks of forgetfulness until you believed
with the faithful , not only that there is balm in
Gilead but that the race is not to the swift nor the
battle to the strong, but that time and chance entereth into all things. I would have you believe that
the life before us, be the years f w or many, is to b
a glorious life, better than the past, ri h and
full in promise and better because it is a promise.
I have nothing in common with those who ar dissatisfied with this life and long for a better. Nothing
in common with those who believe that evil and
trouble in our portion and that man was mad to
mourn. The Good Lord has made for us a beautiful
world, filled with flowers and singing birds, beautiful
women and wine. Why find fault with His creation
or with those who think H e m ant it to b enjoy d.
One of the greatest philosophers this country has
produced is the Kam:as man who sold his cook
stove and took his family to the circus. A philosopher because h believ d in the present and had no
fear of the future.
Some on has said that the dr am r liv s forev r while the worker liv s but for a day. It may
be that tomorrow w may hav to tak up a burd n
and with th
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A father once said to his son who was a college
graduate of several years standing, "Your taste in
clothes hangs by you longer than any other part of
your college education."
This similarity of dress, speech, and manner is
harmless. No one cares if college men dress alike
and no one seriously objects if they work off superfluous energy in the same way, so long as they do
not use their united efforts to paint the town.
But when they begin to lose their individuality of
thought and character a serious danger has arisen.
The interests of college men are everywhere the
same. Devotion to their teams, to the fellows, and
to their college is foremost. Devotion to their to
their studies and to mankind as a whole is in comparison very slight.
This fact is evident even here in Valparaiso University where the great efforts of the founders and
faculty is to develope the individual and place studies foremost.
The service, of these the college man's dearest
idols, can best be performed by united action of the
group, and it naturally follows that the individual
loses much of his personality in that of the group,
and it is well that the group life should be attractive.
Society and the assistance of his fellows are necessary for any man who hopes to accomplish great
deeds. Without their assistance he can do but little.
Every man should become a member of the group,
but to reach the highest possible plane he must have
an exist nee above b yond and apart from his fellows.
Individuality of thought and character is an ess ntial qualifi ation of ith r a progressive leader or
a disc rning and ind p nd nt follower.
L t any pra tic no matt r how trivial, once s ially among students the
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one usually becomes the victim of his own conceit
and arrogan ,e. H beli ves only in himself and will
listP-n only to flattery. Beli ving in himself only and
d ceiving no one but himself. Misfortune is the best
fortune for him. It forces upon him the lesson he
refused to learn in any other way.
The criticism of our fellows is very often of but
little more value than self criticism. Let none of you
who have ideas, or have thought out something new,
be deterred by fear of criticism from giving them to
the world.
"To think free is great,
To think right is greater."
The great scientist Galileo, who discovered the
laws of the pendulum and first showed the world the
mountains on the moon and the satellites of Jupiter,
when bent under the pressure of years and labor,
was called upon to answer for his crimes. His accusation was read and he defended himself vigorously, but in vain. His recantation was demanded under
threat of the thumb screws and the rack. In the
great crowd of his inquisitors not a single sympathetic glance could be found. His heart sank within
him and prostrating himself he repeated the oath
which was read, "1, Galileo, being now in my seventieth year and on my bended knee in the presence of
the holy inquisition and with my hand upon the Bible, do publicly abjure, deny and abhor the heresy
of motion of the earth." Galileo well knew when
he gave his discoveries to the cynical world that he
would be scoffed at and jeered and perhaps put to
death, but he dared assert himself and publish his
discoveries that the world might benefit thereby.
When Henry Clay was told that his actions were
ruining his chances to become president of the United States he replied, "I would rc.ther be right than
to be president." He dared do what he considered
right, even at so great a sacrifice.
Fellows we are about to part and scatter to the
four corners of the earth. Let U8 not forget to develop those individual talents which have been bestowed upon each of us. Be sure you are right and
then go ahead. Do not be deterrea from the path of
duty by fear. It is said of the great Phocion that
whenever he appeared before the people of Athens,
that his words were greeted with hisses and scorn,
so much so that on one occasion when moving a
political measure before the populace and they
cheered him with tumultuous applause he turned to
a friend nearby and asked in surprise, "Have I inadvertantly said something foolish."
Consider it no disgrace to encounter foes.
You have no enemies you say,
My friend your boast is poor.
He who has mingled in the fray
Of duty, that the brave endure
Must have made foes, if he have none
Small is the deed that he has done
He has struck no traitor on the hip,
He has dashed no cup from perjured lip
He has never turned the wrong to right
He has been a coward in the fight.
History teaches us that inventions new and
startling are greeted with jeers and scorn, and as
History repeats itself, if you are scorned do not give
up but be of good courage and fight the good fight,
that you may one day hear the words, "Well done
thou good and faithful servant, and feel upon your
brow the laurel wreath which is waiting for everyone
who has the courage of his convictions.

CLA S POE I.
By Che ter • Bavi •
Great things in small beginning have their rise,
And many parts the whole itself comprise;
In many streams a river has its source.
And streams are added all throughout its course
ntil at last with might and majesty
It sweeps along its pathway to the sea.
An hundred men from diff rent climes appear,
They come to conquer ignorance and fear,
'l hese men comprise the riv r on its way;
The s a is life: we're facing it to-day.

0 Classmates, Comrades, Men, both tried and true,
To-day two years have passed since I met you,
Two years are likened to two folios
Whose pages full record both weal and woes,
Joys and sorrows common to us all,
Our triumphs, trials or averted fall.
Besides each man has chapters of his own,
To him alone his secret pains are known,
Nor seek we in their sacred cells to tread,
A silent prayer and firm clasped hand instead.
These volumes now are closed forevermore,
But pages blank and fair extend before:
"Whatever hath been written must remain,
Nor be erased nor written o'er again,
The unwritten only still belongs to thee,
Take heed and ponder well what that shall be."

Are sending us, your charges to the fray,
As truly armed as was the Spartan youth,
With swords of Justice and with shields of Truth:
And may we strive for honor and for fame,
Nor ever cast dishonor on thy name.

The flowing river elevates the sea,
By our advent may life the better be.
The aged tell us (and who can know as they)
Thf' forenoon of our life shapes all the day;
The twig is bent, so is the oak inclined,
A busy man a restful eve doth find.
The Greeks and Romans both were soldiers great,
Their leaders orders underlay their fate;
An envoy sent to visit distant lands
Must shape his actions to his lords commands;
We came from God a mission to perform,
\"le have His mandates, may our deeds conform.

P. C. OTWELL.
Athlectics as a part of the Lawyers' Curriculum
never really existed. We are told that it is a tradition of the school that some individuals, imbued
with much class spirit and a love of broken noses,
once attempted to organize a Lawyers' Football
Team. Culver's Second Team beat them 22-0, in the
first game, and the office won the second victory.
It is said that some failed to get their diplomas.
But we don't ·indulge in such rough sports. True,
some mornings in our Junior Year, when we used to
repair to our gymnasium, chairs and desks seemed
to disintegrate without any apparent cause, bu.t they
were probably old anyway. Class rushes never did
interest the lawyers much-because no other class
could put up an interesting scrap for us.
But Baseball always is the one thing which we
can get together on. Taft says it is a clean sport,
and be ought to know, even if he did graduate from
Yale instead of Valpo. The Juniors of 1909-Seniors
of that year are inconsiderable because only about
six of them supported the team-went into Baseball
with a different idea than any preceding Law Class.
Other classes had organized a team with the hope
that they might not be called quitters; the Lawyers
of that year went into sport, in the belief that they
would be winners. How near they came to realize
in that hope is well known.
We were first initiated in the dread mysteries of
the sport on February 3rd, 1909. T. J. Mannigan was
elected Manager, and Mr. Clifford Gorby Captain
without a dissenting vote. Good outside players were
secured, and with the men in the ·law class, we had
a formidable team. Unfortunate circumstances soon
befell the team, owing to disputes between the two
"powers," as to the "'quantum" of authority vested
in each, and the team was temporarily disrupted.
The class sustained the contention of Mr. Gorby, and
Mr. Myron Woodhall was elected manager. "Mike"
filled the job so acceptably for the next two games
that everybody was sorry to see him resign; then our
former manager re-assumed his fomer duties, and
from then until the end of the law year, the number
of games won equalled the number of games played.
When graduation time rolled around, we lost the
services of Gaede, Erny, Compton, Lind, Mcllree and
Gorby. In the face of this, the lawyers put up a
creditable game, but we had no chance for the pennant, as the other teams had no occasion to reorganize, while we had two "reconstruction periods."
We h ld the lead until the end of the law year which
was much better than any preceding law class had
v r don , and we confidently expected, when we
r turn d the next year, "to se by the dawn's early
light," tc.
But w were disappoin d, for it was hard for the
r organized team to g t its stride, and the season
soon ended. The ci ntifics overcame th long lead
of the Lawy rs, and we took second place, with the
rs third.
season of 1910 was launched in F bruary.
niors, tb writer was le t d by both class s,
team later I t d a Captain. Wood Wil on
Junior . General estimation had it that ours
b t t am from the b ginning. We tarted

Alas, 0 Classmates, now the flowing tide,
That so long bas borne us side by side,
Has reached the foaming billows of the sea,
And soon to east and west we'll scattered be,
The Romans parting fain would ever say,
"Valete," be ye strong along the way,
Now teachers, classmates, say we one and all,
Each to each in parting do we call,
And may the words dwell in our mem'ries long,
0 teachers, classmates, everywhere, BE STROI G.

ATHLETI CS.

First, to start out boldly we are told,
Our talent in a napkin not to fold.
Go slowly on our way, but not with slowth;
The strongest tree, the oak, has slowest growth.
The smallest duties we must not despise,
Nor slightest services escape ou_r eyes,
For he who does the few things faithfully
Himself shall ruler over many be.
Not every man can steer the Ship of State,
They also serve who only sit and wait.
Shakespeare warns us lest we drown in work,
Lest labor cause the lighter vein to shirk;
Let not mirth or youth e'er be forsaken,
"No profit grows where is no pleasure taken."
1n aiming for reward remember this:
rThe greatest crown of all, eternal bliss,
Was never gained by pelf or power bold,
Hut rather by a cup of water cold.
\V ho loves his gold and not mankind must fail,
A crust of bread led to the Holy Grail.
As children all, we heard the fable old,
A man wished all he touched would turn to gold,
Granted his wish, he touches food and dies,
Who chose the golden casket lost the prize.
Who would be first, himself must humble be,
Who serves the most, the most exalted h~.
"Why speak I thus to you," I hear you say,
The things above are guide posts on the way,
And we who've been together for two year ,
Who've sensed and suffered common joys and fears,
Who've friendships welded strong as bands of steel,
Soon now must part and in my heart I feel
If one and all we have a common goal,
And each the truest compass for his soul,
That on Life's pathway we'll together be,
Onward, upward through eternity.
And when in ag we face life's setting sun,
We'll hear th verdict whispered, "M n well done."
Thus it is I mention these good things
That ere p into men's hearts and make men kings.
0 teachers who have lighted up th night,
And mad the dark st problems e m most bright,
How pati ntly you've led us on th way,
How f rv ntly we honor you to-day.
The partan moth r c nturi s ago,
H rself would arm her son to meet th foe
With sword and sbi ld his fatb r oft had borne,
And brav ly-tbough her heart with gri f was tornhe bade him die if n d b on the field,
Rather than dishonor taint hi shi ld.
Lik the partan moth r, you to-day

(Continued on Page 12
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ith the idea that too many could not try out

for thP various positions, and about forty men were

gi v ·n a thorough chance. Of these nearly fifteen
made good, and among their number were the best of
last year's club. Compton and Giffin were the best
of the boxmen, Hermann outshone anybody else who
tried out behind the bat. Mcllree, the old standby
on first was back, Erny, acknowledged to be the best
infielder on the hill, on second, Walsh, the graceful
and sure third baseman, Gaede, as reliable and heady
a player as is in the game at short, and the outfield
made up of Wind-mill Johnson, Capt. Wilson, Beckett, and the "silvery" Moon.
We won the first two games, and lost the third and
fourth on account of an· error in each, although
Comp allowed but two hits in the latter one. Then
we won the next and retained the leadership in the
race.
Much credit is due to Mr. John Boman, who as
Baseball Representative, was always on deck to conduct the affairs of the club in the Executive Committee. All the other Members of which concede up
to this date that the arrangements as regards the
games, etc., were easily made, owing to John's genial
flow of language and mellow oratory which John was
always prevalently possessed of on State occasions.
Giffin, or "Giff," as he is familiarly called, also comes
in for his share of the credit, he has made a more
than efficient President of the Association, and by
his earnest efforts to preserve harmony and keep up
the spirit, has done much to help the cause. Too
much credit cannot be given to the class who by
their rooting and financial assistance have _helped
win games as well as the team. The list of rooters
would read like a class roll, and their efforts sound
like some of the manifestations of the Corporation
Class in Star Hall.
The Clubs of the "Pest-House" League bid fair
at one time to detract much glory from the Valpar~iso Universiy Baseball League, but no more opposition is looked for in that direction.
Talking about the writer, suffice it to say that he
gives himself credit only for an honest endeavor in
securing the best of players on the principle of carrying out the trust reposed in him, by heeding the injunction of Emerson literally, to:
"Hitch your
wagon to a star," and by so doing to build up the
almost invincible machine which the Lawyer's Ballteam represents to-day.
Everything looks bright for the Law team. Our
old bunch is still intact, but we are now nearing
the end of the year and another proverbially dangerous "reconstruction period." However, as long as
the successors in interest to those who have been the
true bearers of real honors, will follow under the
sign of the same spirit and banish disruption, we
see no reason why their efforts should not be crowned
with entire succes.

PROPHECY.
Loui R. Wei •
Since a prophet is not without honor, save in his
own country, it is with no little degree of pleasure
that I now enter upon my duty of disclosing to you
the future careers of the individual members of this
class.
Should anybody take exception to any of my
"findings," their exceptions will be noted and their
right of appeal preserved.
Most prophets base their predictions upon some
dream they did not have, or upon some fancied ommunication with a fairy they did not see. ·with the
hope of being different I decided I would consult a
fortune teller. Putting a class-roll in my pocket,
I started for the apartments of one of these human
mysteries, and had no more than stepped across h r
threshold when, to my astonishment, I was addressed thus: "Lou Weiss, why cometh thou to me,
eeking information concerning the futur , when
thou art thyself a prophet, having the power to for tell the future? Go thee back to thy room take from
thy shelf "Browne's Kent's Commentaries," and written upon the pages of that noble work, thou wilt
find the information thou seeketh."

When I had sufficiently recovtred from this unexpected peroration, you can imagine my further
astonishment when I offered to pay her for her services, and she refused my tender on the ground of
professional courtesy.
Hastening to my room,
reached for my
Browne's Kent, and had scarcely gripped my hand
upon it, when lo!, to my amazement, the book opened
of itself as if by some supernatural power, and I
saw at a glance that written upon its pages was not
the law of the land, but a biographical sketch, compi te in every respect, even to the minutest detail,
of each and every member of the class of 1910, covering a period of fifteen years-from 1910 to 1925.
I instincti-vely reached for my pencil and began
to take notes, realizing to the fullest extent that if
the matter now contained within that dusky volume
bore any of the characteristics of the matter it held
two years before when I studied it as a text book,
it would be necessary to reduce to writing anything
that I might wish to remember.
In the brief space of time allotted me, considering
the magnitude of my task, I shall endeavor to state
only the positions in life that the several members
of the class will be occupying in the year 1925, fifteen years hence, rather than attempt to relate to
you, at the risk of discouraging any one, the many
difficulties and obstacles they must meet and conquer before attaining their respective places in the
world.
Allen will be married and have a happy home in
Arkansas. He will be the owner of several thousand
acres of swamp land there, and the proprietor of
one of the largest crocidile farms in the State.
Baker will reside in Kansas. His fertile brain
will give to the legal profession .some valuable books.
"Baker on Evidence" will be regarded by the bench
and bar as authority on that subject.
Bavis will make his home in New York, and may
be found there when not in some other large American or European city, singing in Grand Opera. Not
only will he be honored as a singer but also as a
poet. His "Snow-ball," as a lite:cary production, will
survive forever.
Beckett will become a pure food inspector, with
headquarters at Detroit. With his eyes shut, this
man will be able to distinguish between butter and
oleomargarine.
Upon his recommendation the
United Cereal Food Manufacturer~:; will be prosecuted and convicted for mixing saw-dust in their breakfast food products.
Bjorson will tl:!-ke up his home in Greenland, and
become the editor and publisher of the "Esquimau
Review," a newspaper of general circulation among
the natives of that country.
Boman will be known to the world as the "soda
water king," and will make his home in Milwaukee.
To this captain of industry every parched throat in
the land will pay tribute, as his seizer, or "phiz" of
any kind, will be handled by first-class dispensers of
cold drinks the country over.
Brightman will be found in Washington as one
of the Senators from Wisconsin. Because of his
brilliant oratory he will, no donbt, carve his name
upon the pillar of Fame before retiring from public
life.
On the next pag of this mystical book, under the
name "Carl John Broo," was th note, "See Compton." (The old volume still had some of the earmarks of a law book). Turning over several leaves
as indicat d, I found that Broo and ompton will be
associated together in the practice of law at Kokomo,
Indiana. They will enjoy a ery profitable clientage,
and be r garded as the 1 ading lawyers of the town.
Broo will be married and hav a happy home.
"Comp" will till be singl but enjoy all his old-tim
popularity with th ladies.
Brooks may b found in N w York as editor of
the "Sporting World." B ing an old sport himself,
and his broad acquaintanceship with the leading
sports of the country, will nabl "John" to put out

a very popular sheet.
McLin J. Brown's "shingle" will hang at Woburn, Illinois. McLin will be afflicted for awhile
with an ailment known as "politicalosis," but time
will effect a cure. As a mark of recognition of his
political activity and enthusiasm, and because of
his peculiar fitness for the place, Brown will be
chosen by his party as its official banner bearer.
On the next page under the name, "Druie E. Cavender," was the note, "See Douglas." Turning over
a few pages I found that Douglas and Cavender will
become partners and practice their profession in
the State of Indiana. This firm will earn a reputation as trial lawyers, and they can attribute their
success as such to the ability of Douglas to ask questions.
Cooksey may be found at Indiana Harbor, Indiana, where he will be interested in a canning concern. I noticed that Cooksey's experience in the
"canning business" will be long and varied, commencing with his school days.
Crumpacker, according to my notes, will be living
at Indianapolis in the year 1925, as Secretary of
State. He too, will be an old member of the Ancient
Order of Benedicts by that time.
Curran is destined to become one of the greatest
actors the world has ever produced. When playing
the role of a villain Curran will be without a peer,
and as Mephisto in "Faust," all critics will unite in
declaring him worthy of the highest honors ..
Dalton will be practicing his profession in the
State of Pennsylvania. His cherished ambition to
become a public speaker will be realized, and Bob
will win distinction as a Fourth of July orator.
When at home, Danforth may be found in North
Dakota. "Jack" will earn a splendid reputation as a
Chautauqua lecturer. His discourses will be on "The
Grin That Won't Come Off," "The Art of Smiling,"
"Sunshine On A Cloudy Day," and kindred subjects.
Davie will be married and a resident of South
Bend. He will not be practicing law, but preaching
the Gospel will be his great field of endeavor.
Dillinger will be at home at Dillingerville, Pennsylvania, where he will be engaged in the real estate
business.
Dillinger's judicious transactions in
"dust" will soon enable him to accumulate a handsome fortune.
Duffy will be United States Marshal for the First
District of Minnesota. He will make an efficient officer, and Federal offenders will encounter much
difficulty in attempting to evade "John Patrick."
Ellis will be located at Los Angeles, California,
where he will be filling the responsible position of
General Counsel for the Transcontinental Aerial
Transportation Company. "Kim" will enjoy the
pleasures of life; and, with his better half, will reside in one of the finest air castles in the State.
Another man who will occupy a "high" position
with the Transcontinental Company is Louis Erny.
He will serve this Company in the capacity of rightof-way man and maintain his office at Kansas City.
Ford will be Clerk of the Supreme Court of Illinois, a position that he will hold for many years.
Gaede will achieve success, not in the legal arena
but on the baseball diamond. In 1925, according to
this mysterious writing, Gaede may be seen with the
White Sox, and it will be due to one of his sensational plays that the Sox capture the pennant that
year.
odward will return to the Philippines soon after
1 aving school where he will devote his time and
ffort to th education of the Filipino. Before the
lapse of fifteen years Godward will be filling the
chair of pedagogy at th University of Manila.
Gros man will become a resident of t. Louis,
II:is ouri. His excellent s rvices on the Lake-to-theulf Navigation ommi sion will make his name immortal.
Samu 1 ubin will b come a u c ful corporation attorn y. He ill maintain offices at Philadelphia; and, in addition to his practice, will give the
l ctur s on orporation Law a h year at the Phil-
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adelphia College of Law.
Dame Fortune holds much in store for Gus Hadwiger. Due to his shooting eye, Gus will become the
proud possessor of many medals won at both national an d international rifle meets, and before the dawn
of th e year 1925, Hadwiger will have charge of the
military affairs of this Nation as its Secretary of
War.
Halpin will be teaching pen art at Valparaiso
University. Besides teaching, "Bob" will edit the
"Valparaiso Scribe," a journal devoted exclusively
to the advancement of penmanship.
Again did I meet a blank page, with the exception
of the n ame "Kenneth Earl Herrick," and the note,
"See Phillis." Turning over a few leaves, according
to my notes, I found that "Herrick & Phillis" will
be the style of a law firm at Butte, Montana. Mining
law will be their specialty and they will enjoy an
extensive practice. I also noted that before this
partnership will be formed, both of these gentlemen
will have completed a short course in mining in the
niversity of Practical Experience.
Hilleary may be found at Valparaiso, having
charge of the Moot Court work of the Department of
Law, University of Valparaiso. In Judge Hilleary's
courts a reversal will b unknown, the aspiring
legalites practicing before him, realizing the soundness of the Judge s rulings, will s ldom appeal.
The Suprem B nch of the tate of Colorado will,
within a f w years, b adorned by one, who for
cl arn ss of thought, fairn ss of mind, and soundn ss of judgm nt would b an ornament to any tribunal of justic in the land. Judge Howett is destin d to b
hi f Justi e of Th
upreme Court of
olorado.
Hunt r will ontinu to r side in the State of
T as. Lik Job of

ourt in and for th
on th manag m nt of
hildr n, app aring fr m tim to time in th metropolitan rna azin s of he country, will be received
by th public as valu ble contributions on that subj t.
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Prior to being so honored, Peters will serve two
Chi f .Ju tice Lincoln, like those of the great Marterms in the legislature of the same commonwealth.
shall, will survive the ages.
Because of his aggressiveness as a Solon for the
Lines success will lie, not at the bar but in the
enactment of reform laws, Peters will be very appulpit. As an evangelist, R v. Lines' reputation will
propriately styled the "Reformed Reformer."
P,Xtend the length and breadth of the land, and his
Phelan will make his home in the State of Miswonderful oratory will do much to dispel wickedness
souri, and will follow his profession as an attorneyand vice.
at-law. In addition to his private practice, Judge
Lopez will reside in Porto Rico. "Tony" will
n ·inister to the needs of the suffering as a "bone- Phelan will receive the handsome !?alary of $10,000.00
per year from the "Show-Me Mining Company," as
setter." Dr. Lopez will be a public spirited citizen,
and will always be fo-remost in every movement cal- counsellor and legal advisor for that concern.
Leonard Pierson will make his home in the
culated to promote the social, civil or political welstate of Virginia. To the inventive genius of this
fare of the island.
man, posterity will ever pay tribute, for his meMcCall will become a contractor and builder.
chanical mind will give to the world many useful
His success, from a financial standpoint, will be all
devices. His safety attachment for waterwagon
that could be desired, but notwithstanding the fact
seats will reduce "waterwagon" accidents to a
that "Mac" will lay a great many foundations, and
erect structures thereon, he is doomed to realize the minimum.
Here again did I meet a blank page, with the
full significance of the old saying, "A man can build
exception of the name, "Pollard" and the note, "See
a house but it takes a woman to make a home.''
McGirr will locate at Hammond, Indiana. McGirr Redding." I accordingly turned over a few pages
will forsake the law for the turf, a.nd he will become and found that Pollard and Redding, as copartners,
one of the most widely known horsemen in the coun- will engage in the mail order business in Pittsburg.
try. His string of trotters will include some record- This firm will sell you anything from a needle to a
threshing machine. Their large illustrated catabreakers.
logue, weighing nearly four pounds, will be sent to
Mcllree will be holding down first base for the
any address upon request.
New York Giants when the year 1925 rolls around,
Rennick will reside at Wyoming, Illinois, where
according to my memorandum taken from this mihe will engage in the paper business, becoming ediraculous writing. The "Mitt" and the "stick" will be
tor, publisher and proprietor of the "Sucker State
the tools with which Paul will affix his name to the
Political Adviser," a sheet having a wide circulation
roll of diamond heroes.
among embryonic politicians. Because of the able
McLaughlin will continue to be a "Knight of the
discussions on how to most effectively produce "camGrip," and will make his headquarters at St. Paul.
Mac will peddle law books. His characteristic gen- paign thunder," as well as the many formulaes for
iality, coupled with his ability of speech, and his mixing political "dope," appearing from time to time
within its columns, this publication will make its
superabundance of argument will convince many a
editor famous.
young lawyer that procrastination is an evil, and
Reynolds will reside in the Buckeye State. He
that a library of his own is worth two of somebody
will espouse the cause of the Suffragettes, and beelses.
John Conrad McNiell will locate in the State of cause of his sincerity and zealous efforts in their
Arkansas. He will achieve remarkable success as <t behalf, Reynolds will become the idol of the feminine
criminal lawyer. Many alleged crimes will be swal- sex.
Robberts will be happily married, and will eslowed up and forever disappear in the cloud of legal
dust that "Shorty" will raise, and with the passing tablish his residence at New Orleans. "Vic" will
of the cloud, the virtues of the accused will shine make his millions in the oil business, his holdings
representing some of the best producing wells in the
forth with magnified brilliancy, reflecting to the
South.
'~·orld his childis·h innocence and utter incapacity to
Roscoe Rupp will continue to be a resident of the
commit wrong.
Curtis E. Mainz will continue to reside at Val- Keystone State. He will abandon the practice of
varaiso, and will become a member of the University law to enter the political arena, where he will meet
with signal success. As Governor of Pennsylvania,
Faculty as Instructor in "Sagerology."
Martinelli will be filling the chair of literature with the aid of the Legal Department, Rupp will
cause grafting to become a lost art in that commonin Gne of our large Eastern Universities. Professor
M!!tinelli will also attain great popularity on the lec- wealth.
Calvin Smith will establish a residence in the
ture p1atform for his brilliant interpretation of that
sublime creation of human genius, Dante's "Divinia State of Oklahoma where he will enjoy a very successful and remunerative legal practice.
Commedia."
Sweeney will make his home in the Hoosier State,
Mathew Abraham Merton may be found as a
District Judge of one of the Western districts of and will climb the ladder of success as a pedagogue.
Kansas. Judge Merton will dispense justice with As Professor of Latin, "Jim" will give excellent
satisfaction, and his students will be given a thorsignal satisfaction to all parties in interest, and his
ough training in the translation of legal maxims.
eminence on the bench will be State-wide.
Tsecoff will return to Bulgaria where he will
Norlin will make his home in Chicago where he
will become famous as a cartoonist. His series of devote his time and labor in an effort to promulcartoons, portraying "The Love of Herman and gate his socialistic theories.
Ward will make his home in Chicago where he
Sven" will be the means of raising him out of the
will become manager of the Windy City Gas Comdepths of oblivion.
pany. With Ward at the head, the patrons of this
The Platonic mind of Krekor Ohanian will give
concern will never have cause to complain of low
to the world a heritage of philosophical utterances.
His "Armenian Philosophy," Aphoristic Thoughts," pressure.
Wallen will locate in Kentucky, and as a criminal
and "Dewdrops of Wisdom," will forever evidence
prosecutor, will earn a reputation in Breathitt Counthe genius of their author. "I be Turk" will be
ty for the many convictions secured.
Krekor's only attempt at fiction.
Bernard Weber will locate in Minnesota, and will
Otwell will become manager of the Cobs, one of
accept the responsibilities of an innkeeper. Weber
the teams in the Corntassel League. Due to his
will enjoy a wide reputation as a landlord, and his
ability to select good material, Percy will not only
have a pennant winning aggregation, but his bunch hotel will be recognized as one of the leading hostelries in the State.
of youngsters will make the other teams of the
league look like the proverbial "thirty cents."
Weiss will locate in Oklahoma where he will conPeters will have a long and interesting political duct an mployment ag ncy for a living. Finding
career. Before the elapse of fifteen years, "Pate" places for young attorney will be hi specialty.
will be elected to the office of Attorney General,
Wolfe will becom a resid nt of Northern Indion the Prohibition Ticket, for the State of Wisconsin.
ana. He will organize a firm of t~. ccountants, and as

President of the enterprise "Dick" will secure the
wherewithal with which to enjoy the luxuries of life.
Woodhall will locate in Minnesota where he will
practice his profession. Because of his enthusiasm,
oratorical powers and commanding appearance,
"Mike" will become a General in the Democratic
army of the State.
According to my notes, there will be a new
Speaker of the .House at Washington by 1925. Ray
Yenter of Iowa will be filling the speaker's chair,
wielding the gavel, and laying down the rules of
parliamentary practice governing that honorable
body at that time.
Having turned the last page the book immediately
closed in the same supernatural manner that it
opened. When I reopened it a second later, for the
purpose of amplifying some of my notes, I was dismayed by the discovery that it was no longer a biographical sketch book, but a very dry law book; and,
at the same time, I awoke to the realization that my
powers as a prophet were at an end.

JUNIOR TOAST RESPONSE
S.M. BONE
Mr. Toastmaster, Ladies and Gentlemen:
Occasionally before a balloon ascension they will
send up a toy balloon to test the atmosphere, but
this evening we have had the real ascention first
and now we are ready for the toy performance. It
is somewhat embrassing for me to attempt to speak
after listening to the display of oratory by the Hon.
Toastmaster, and while I am boring you with my
little talk I will ask, in order that your time may not
be entirely lost, that you reflect back for a moment
and consider for a second time the thoughts which
he presented.
My place to fill on this program looks to me to
be as large as
bunghole and in trying to fill lt I
feel something near the size of a half-ounce bottle
cork. I recall a little story which most of you have
heard, but it very well illustrates an important point,
that I wish to make. An old
stice of the peace
resided near the boundry of his state, and on one
occasion his son and one of his envied neighbors
engaged in a combat and it looked as if the boy was
going to get the worst end of the bargain. The old
man rushed up and demanded peace, but before he
could part them the boy succeeded in turning his
antagonists face heavenward and began pounding
him. The old "squire" transferred himself across
the state line as quickly as possible and said, "Give
him the devil son, I have lost my jurisdiction."
I feel that I am absolutely out of my jurisdiction,
when I attempt to speak before this distinguished
and intelligent body.
But having been selected by the Junior Law Class as
their spokesman, I am proud that I have the honor
of representing such a noble body of men and I
attempt to perform the duty alloted me to the best
of my ability. One favor I ask of you is, that you do
not judge the class by the example you have before
you. If you should I feel that you would not do
them justice, as they are a body of men patriotic in
spirit and firm in purpose.
I think it would be impossible to find a class that
has made a more wonderful record in ten months.
It has done its part and received its share of honors
in all the societies and institutions connected with
the university. A few of our former members had
the displeasure of receiving short and unexpected
epistles requesting them to visit the College Office,
and from there disappear most mysteriously, with
the degree of LL. B. I don't think. It is unnecessary for me to tell you that we have been sufficiently
repres nted in the class-rushes and other disturbances which have taken place during the year, for as
to that matter the records of the court will well
explain. I am almost convinced that the greatest
calamity that ever befell the benighted nations of
the ancient world, is in their having passed away
without a knowledge of th exi tence of our cla s.
To you fair ladies in your Paris robes, Venice or
panish lace and beautiful ---hair, I could speak
for v r if I w re only allowed, but when the Juniors

a
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selected me as their spokesman, it was expressly forbidden that I should extend their regards to you,
for each member of the class desired to speak for himself when the opportunity presented itself. But I
wish to say that I am glad it pleased Divine Providence to extract that rib from Adam's side and make
it the maternal ancestor of a race of beings only a
little lower than the angels. I am exceedingly glad
that you have graced this banquet with your presence,
for without your bloom and beauty, not only this
room but even our streets and avenues would be as
dull as the wards of a penitentiary.
Ron. Members of the Faculty, as we go hence
for our short vacation, we do so with the profoundest
esteem for you, and it is our most earnest desire
that we may be permitted to r eturn to you and
receive for another year those excellent instructions
which you so kindly and ably administered to us
during the past forty weeks.
Worthy Seniors, I do not think that I can do
justice to the sentiments of respect and admiration
with which you are regard ed by memb rs of the
Junior Class. No " set phrase" can do justice to the
esteem in which you are held by them, and they
overrated my power when they sel cted me to translate their hearts and give you a true version in words,
of their feelings toward you, but if I fail to embody
in words those sentiments, I can at least atone in
some measure for the failure by directing attention
to the good-will and harmony that have exist d
among the members of the two classes. I believ ,
gentlemen, that I am standing in th pr sence of
the gr at st class that has ever graduatect from th
Law Department of Valparaiso University, and as
you are soon to leav the throne of S niordom w
the Juniors, are r ady and an ·ious to advance and
fill the vacant plac . As you let go of th colors we
assure you they shall not fall, whil in our possession, but shall float, as at pr sent, high in th fr
winds of he a v n.
For two years you have as mhl d r gularly tog ther and have been charg d with l gal principl s from
some of the great st dynamos of th law. You hav
mount d successfully a part of th ladd r that leads
to fam and honor, and hav built for your lv s a
foundation upon whi ·h to r ct your futur gr atn ess. Th horoscop of your xist n
is a s al d
book, with tim holding th k y. I b li v that b ok
contains th fam of tho
tr a ur
abundan
of history.
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